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Improving academic writing outcomes by providing students with 
a better way to analyze, synthesize, and manage research.

The research tools that help 
students become writers

PowerNotes is an online platform that helps students improve research and writing. By guiding students as they read, save, 
and organize sources,  PowerNotes helps them avoid patch-writing and inadvertent plagiarism, as well as assists them in the 
transition from research to writing.  PowerNotes is available for sale directly to students or by program, library, or institutional 
subscription. PowerNotes helps writing professors and students:

THE PROBLEM
As research has migrated from print to digital, research techniques have changed dramatically. The digital research 
medium has forced students to create inefficient, laborious, and inadequate processes to save, organize, and track their 
sources. These practices limit students’ ability to effectively analyze and synthesize sources leading to frustration, errors 
in integrating research, and ineffective writing.
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• Strengthen critical reading - Reducing research distractions increases comprehension and prevents plagiarism.

• Simplify organization - Progressive organization facilitates analysis and synthesis of sources and puts students in 
the best position to write.

• Streamline feedback - Download features give writing professors visibility into students’ research processes.

THE POWERNOTES SOLUTION
PowerNotes unifies the processes for screen reading, saving content, and annotating, organizing, outlining, and citing 
sources into a single workflow that efficiently transitions into the writing process. We are continually working with 
writing faculty to develop features that further analysis, synthesis, and other pedagogical goals.
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Addresses the problems of screen reading

Studies show that reading comprehension and retention decrease in the digital environment. The PowerNotes interface 
improves screen reading by:
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• Minimizing distractions - Content is saved without copy-paste, keeping students focused on sources for continuous deeper reading.

• Providing mental anchors - Students are prompted to categorize and annotate every passage they want to save leading to more 
active reading.

• Preventing plagiarism - Citation information, URLs, and metadata are automatically saved and tracked in the background.

Facilitates organization and eases the transition to writing

Many students do not organize their research, which leads to disorganized stream-of-consciousness writing. PowerNotes 
keeps students focused by:
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• Integrating organization - Students categorize their research into a flexible framework that evolves as their research deepens.

• Promoting synthesis - Progressive organization can be used along with rubrics to help students learn rhetorical concepts such as synthesis.

• Transforming outlines - Students can move from generic categories to a topical or structural outline with ease, putting them in the best 
position to write.

For more information go to blog.powernotes.com/welcome-educators 

Offers a platform for direct feedback throughout the research process

PowerNotes gives writing instructors opportunities to:PowerNotes gives writing instructors opportunities to:

• Review outlines - Professors provide feedback on standard format outlines that include organizational structure, notes, and clickable
 URLs to sources. 

• Teach skills - Paraphrasing and summarizing can be reviewed next to the original source material, improving source integration and 
reducing patchwriting.

• Discourage bad habits - Procrastination and plagiarism can be deterred with visibility into the student’s research process.

Micro-Organization Rhetorical Structure Outline Transformation

Goal: Promote active reading 
while keeping students 
organized and eliminating 
the “information dump.”

How: A flexible in-source user 
interface prompts students to 
categorize everything they save.

Goal: Provide a customizable 
framework for teaching 
analysis and synthesis.

How: Micro-organization 
feeds into formatted outputs 
designed to facilitate analysis 
and synthesis.

Goal: Transform initial research 
outlines into thesis-support or 
other outlines to transition into 
writing.

How: A user interface designed 
for reorganization lets students 
move research between 
outlines.
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